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1 Route Information 
The East Coast Main Line was created when a number of smaller companies combined their 
lines. Various mergers and acquisitions in the early days of the railway meant that by 1860 
only three companies controlled the route North to South: the North British Railway, North 
Eastern Railways and the Great Northern Railway. 
 
North Eastern Railways operated the northern tip and had its headquarters in York. This 
prestigious station eventually became the headquarters for the entire East Coast Mainline. 
The present station (although greatly expanded over the years) was opened on June 25th 
1877. The entire track complex into and out of York Station was controlled by a 295 lever 
signal box, the largest manually worked signal box in Britain.  
 
Newcastle station was constructed in collaboration with Robert Stephenson and opened in 
1850. This building has a classical styled frontage and its train shed features three 
distinctive arched spans — one of the first of this kind in the world 
 
The East Coast Mainline has always had a reputation for speed and even boasts the location 
of the current world speed record for a steam powered locomotive – set on 3rd July 1938 at 
Stoke Bank, not far south of Grantham. 
 
Throughout its history the line has featured several kings of speed, and even now the 
Intercity 225 sets thunder up and down its rails.  
 
Train Simulator 2013 features the route as it was in the mid 1970s. During this period, the 
line reached its highest freight traffic volume, mainly due to nearby coal reserves and the 
North’s abundance of industrial and manufacturing based commerce. Also fondly 
remembered from this era is the Class 55 Deltic Napier Locomotive, regarded by many as 
the greatest diesel engine to grace British railways. 
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2 Rolling Stock 

2.1 Locomotives 

2.1.1 Class 55 ‘Deltic’ Locomotive 

 
The first two locomotives of this type were completed in January 1961 and this small fleet 
grew to twenty two some fifteen months later. These impressive machines boasted not one 
but two Deltic engines – they quickly became known as the ‘racing horses’ of the East 
Coast Mainline. Apart for the graceful curving body, the Deltic Napier engine was its centre 
attraction. Featuring an unusual triangular design, the 3,300hp output is squeezed from 18 
cylinders and gives the locomotive a very distinctive roar. 
 
In 1961, the first Deltic Locomotives entered service, appearing in a two-tone green livery. 
This colour scheme lasted for eight years before the standard British Rail Blue was applied 
across the fleet. Originally numbered D9000 to D9021, the fleet was renumbered in 
1973/74 to "Class 55" and 55001 to 55021 numbers. Over the course of their life, all twenty 
two Deltic Locomotives were assigned names of army regiments or famous race horses. 
 
Working primarily on the East Coast Mainline, between London Kings Cross and Edinburgh 
Waverly, the fleet of twenty two locomotives was based at three depots along the route to 
cater for differently timed express services. Operating at a top speed of 105mph, the Class 
55 was the most powerful diesel locomotive on the railways at the time. 
 
The introduction of the Intercity 125 trains in 1978 spelled the end of the Deltic era. The 
first withdrawals took place in early 1980 and it was only two more years before the fleet 
was completely removed from service. 
 
Technical Data 
Total Built   22 
Weight   100t 
Length   69’6” (21.8m) 
Engine Power  3,300hp (2,460kW) 
Max Speed   100 mph (161 km/h) 
Fuel Capacity  826gal (3,755L)  
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2.1.2 Class 47 'Spoon’ Locomotive 

 
The Class 47 – or ‘Brush Type 4’ – was the definitive second generation, mixed-traffic 
locomotive of British Rail’s time. Introduced between 1962 and 1967, there have been 
many variations made to the locomotive during its long life. 
 
Class 47 locomotives operating in service today are still able to head passenger and freight 
services throughout the country. However, their once-superb reliability has declined with 
age. During the early 1980s most locomotives passed through the Crewe Locomotive Works 
for heavy general overhaul, but this only served to stall withdrawals of life-expired or 
collision-damaged locomotives. 
 
Following privatisation of the UK railways, the remaining Class 47s passed to freight 
operators in the private sector. Direct Rail Services, EWS, First Great Western, 
Freightliner, Virgin Cross Country and Cotswold Rail have all operated Class 47s over the 
last decade, sharing Freight, Passenger and Preservation Rail Tour duties. 
 
Each of the operators was quick to apply its own branding to the locos after privatisation 
and a plethora of brightly coloured Class 47s are produced even now. These include: Direct 
Rail Services, Cotswold Rail and, more prominently, the late FM Rail’s Blue Pullman livery.  
 
Many of the remaining locomotives are in steady decline with the introduction of more and 
more modern traction. A few have been converted to the newer Class 57 through upgrades 
to the body work, as well as a complete internal strip out and upgrade to better 
instruments, equipment and engine. 
 
However, the future of most Class 47 locomotives lies at the scrap yard, as a new 
generation of mixed traffic traction has undermined their dominance. The Class 66 
Locomotive adds more technology, more traction and more diversity to modern freight 
operations. 
 
Technical Data 
Total Built   512 
Weight   111-121t 
Length   63’6” (19.31m) 
Engine Power  2,580hp (1,922kW) 
Max Speed   95 mph (153Km/h) 
Fuel Capacity  720-1221gal  (3,273-5,550L) 
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2.1.3 IC125 ‘High Speed Train’ 

 
The High Speed Diesel Train (HSDT) began its life in the early 1970s as a stopgap while 
British Rail developed their Advanced Passenger Train (APT). However, the revolutionary 
design changed high-speed rail dramatically. 
 
Once work on the prototype was complete, and the name had changed to simply High Speed 
Train, British Rail put forward a proposal to the government for full introduction. The 
initial order was for between 30 and 40 full trains to be constructed each year for a 5 year 
period, with the intention of totally modernising all UK trunk routes. The HST was ordered 
in batches according to the region they would operate. Western, Eastern, South Western 
and Cross Country regions respectively, accounted for 95 sets built in total. 
 
The HST first ran on the East Coast Mainline in 1978, as a replacement for the aging Class 
55 trains. Until a series of line-speed improvements were made, the HST wasn’t able to 
operate at its full potential. Services initially ran between London Kings Cross and West 
Yorkshire, Newcastle, Edinburgh and Aberdeen – all using 8 coach trains. 
 
Technical Data 
Total Built   197 
Weight   70.25t 
Length   58’5” (17.8m) 
Engine Power  2,250hp (1680kW) Paxman 

 2,700hp (2010kW) MTU 
Max Speed   148 mph (238 km/h) 
Fuel Capacity  1,030gal (4,680L) 
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2.2 Coaches and wagons 

2.2.1 Mk2 FK / SO / BSO Coaches 

 
British Rail's second carriage design was designated Mark 2. The Mk 2 has a semi-integral 
construction (combining the chassis into the body design), giving it more strength than a 
Mark 1 in the event of an accident. 
 
The early production Mk2 entered service in 1965, featuring both vacuum braking and 
vestibule end panels made from dark green glass fibre. Mk2a coaches emerged in 1967 
following minor tweaks and adjustments. They (and later variations) had air brake systems 
and featured leaf-green glass fibre end panels and concertina gangway doors. 

2.2.2 HAA Coal Hopper 

 
A major improvement for coal traffic came with the introduction of the HAA hopper, which 
began production in 1965. It could achieve 60mph running and because it had twice the 
capacity of the aging 16 tonne trucks, half the number of wagons were needed on each 
train. 
 
Their numbers rose to over ten thousand working units by the end of the 70s, thanks in part 
to their efficient loading and unloading ability. The sloped sides and underside doors 
meant they could be loaded or unloaded at the colliery at slow speed without the train 
having to stop. Later, a loop of track was laid around the colliery so the wagons did not 
need to be shunted in and out. This procedure got a nickname – merry-go-round. 

2.2.3 ‘Presflo’ Powder Wagon 

 
Although in development from as early as 1954, powder cement wagons reached their 
prime around the mid 70s. They were still loaded using gravity like other grain hopper 
wagons, but now compressed air was used to discharge them at the train’s destination. This 
earned them the name Presflo. 
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3 Scenarios 
 

Name  Type Season Loco Start Length   

Big Trouble in Tyne 
Yard 

Standard Spring Class 47 Tyne Yard 45 

Coals to Newcastle Standard Spring Class 47 Thrislington 
Quarry 

35 

Deltic Diversion Standard Spring Class 55 York 50 

Evening Express Standard Summer High Speed Train Newcastle 70 

Long Hop Standard Winter Class 47 Gateshead 120 

Spoon to 
Middlesbrough 

Standard Spring Class 47 York 35 

The Need for Speed Standard Autumn High Speed Train Darlington 60 

Up for the Cup Standard Autumn Class 55 York 40 

Geordie Deltic Career Mode Autumn Class 55 York 90 

Darlington (Summer) Free Roam Summer  Darlington  

Newcastle (Spring) Free Roam Spring  Newcastle  

York (Winter) Free Roam Winter  York  

 

Scenario Notes: 
 
Up for the Cup 
Sometimes in a scenario an event happens which can throw a spanner in the works. This scenario is 
set to test your ability to meet a strict timetable, so you must drive as close as possible to the speed 
limits to make up any lost time. 
 
Coals to Newcastle 
Don’t let changes in speed limits creep up on you! The maximum speed in Tyne Yard is 40 mph 
whereas shortly before, the speed on the main line was 125 mph. Look out for the distance to the 
next speed limit change and adjust your power accordingly. 
 
The Need for Speed 
The very first thing you must do in this scenario is change cabs so you are pointing towards Darlington 
Station. To do this switch to cab view and then use the move to previous cab button (“Ctrl+=”) to 
toggle which is the active cab. You want to be able to see the arches of Darlington Station from the 
cab before you begin to pull away. 
 
The Long Hop 
When playing long scenarios such as Long Hop it is frustrating to get so far and fail due to an 
accident, so use the Save function. To load a saved game, select the scenario name from the front 
end list and press the “Continue” option. 
 
Evening Express 
Newcastle is a busy station and at any one time many of the platforms are occupied. Only begin when 
the signals allow you to pass. To keep track of other trains in the area try viewing the 2D map 
display. 
 
Deltic Diversion 
This scenario involves a lot of stop/start running, meaning you are following another train of a higher 
priority than you along the line. For this journey aim to be in the signal block behind that other train. 
If you have been waiting at a signal for a long time, or want to check on the progress of the other 
trains, use the 2D map. 
 
Spoon to Middlesbrough 
You can come unstuck even in seemingly simple scenarios if you do not follow the instructions 
carefully. In this instance you must perform a passenger boarding task before you pull away from 
York Station. It is always wise to read the tasks in the Task Information page. 
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4 Signals and signage 

4.1 Signals 

 
Multi-Aspect Colour Light Signals 

 

The line ahead is clear. 
 

 

Stop at the next signal. 
 

 

Be prepared to stop after the next 
signal. 
 

 

 
Stop. 
The line ahead is occupied.  
 

 
Junction Signals 

 

An illuminated row of white lights 
indicates that the route ahead will 
be diverging from the current line. 
 

 
Ground Shunt Signals 

 

Two illuminated white lights indicate 
the junction ahead is active and can 
be used. 
 

 
 

4.2 Signage 

4.2.1 Permissible Speed Indicators 

 
These signs display the permissible speed in M.P.H. applicable to 
the section of line beyond the sign up to the commencement of any 
subsequent permissible speed section. 
 
Remember to wait for the complete length of your train to pass 
these signs before accelerating if the permissible line speed is 
increasing. If the permissible line speed is decreasing then you must 
reduce your speed before passing these signs. 
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4.2.2 Permissible Speed Warning Indicators 

 

These signs provide advance warning of a reduction in permissible 
speed ahead. Permanent AWS Ramps (Automatic Warning System) 
are often installed in conjunction with these signs. In these cases 
the driver must cancel the AWS warning when triggered on approach 
to these signs. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

4.3  Safety Systems 

 

4.3.1 AWS (Automatic Warning System) 

 
AWS is provided to give train drivers in-cab warnings of the 
approach to signals, reductions in permissible speed and 
temporary/emergency speed restrictions, and to apply the 
brakes in the event that a driver does not acknowledge 
cautionary warnings given by the system. 
 

As a train approaches a signal, it passes over AWS track equipment (magnets) which are 
fixed to the sleepers between the running rails. The magnets are sensed by a receiver 
mounted under the leading end of the train. 
 
If the signal ahead is displaying a clear aspect (green), a bell (or an electronic ping) sounds 
in the driver’s cab, and the AWS Sunflower indicator displays “all black”. No action in 
respect of the AWS is required of the driver. 
 
If the signal is displaying a caution or danger aspect (yellow, double yellow or red), a horn 
sounds in the driver’s cab and the display shows “all black”. The driver has to acknowledge 
the warning by pressing the “AWS Acknowledgement” push button. When the driver 
operates the push button, the horn is silenced and the AWS Sunflower changes to a 
segmented yellow and black circular display. If the driver fails to acknowledge the warning 
horn within a set time period, the brakes are applied automatically. 
 
Where AWS equipment is provided on the approach to reductions in permissible speed and 
temporary/emergency speed restrictions, the cab equipment always operates in a manner 
equivalent to the approach to a signal displaying a caution or stop aspect. The driver 
receives a warning and has to respond to it accordingly; otherwise the brakes are applied 
automatically. 
 
 
 


